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Abstract- We consider the incentive compatible broadcast (ICB) expected to route packets for other nodes in the network. Such
problem in ad hoc wireless networks with selfish nodes. We networks find varied applications in real-life environments
design a Bayesian incentive compatible Broadcast (BIC-B) protocol such as communication in battle fields, communication among
to address this problem. VCG mechanism based schemes have
been popularly used in the literature to design dominant strategy res prsond
incentive compatible (DSIC) protocolsfor ad hoc wireless networks. networks
VCG based mechanisms have two critical limitations: (i) the The conventional protocols for routing, multicasting, and
network is required to be bi-connected, (ii) the resulting protocol is broadcasting in ad hoc wireless networks assume that nodes
not budget balanced. Ourproposed BIC-B protocol overcomes these follow the prescribed protocol without any deviation and they
difficulties. We also prove the optimality of the proposed scheme.

cooperate with one another in performing network functions
Keywords such as packet forwarding, etc. However, in many current ap-

rationality, plications of ad hoc wireless networks, nodes are autonomous,
AdGochw ir ss,newrs bo cas ish dges b rational, and intelligent, and could exhibit strategic behavior.VCG mechanisms dAGVA mechanism, budget balance, A wireless node is autonomous because no other wireless

node may have any direct control over the decisions or actions
taken by that node. A wireless node is rational in the sense of

Acronyms making decisions consistently in pursuit of its own objectives.
Each node's objective is to maximize the expected value of

dAVCG AVickrey-C'larke-Groves (mechanism) its own payoff measured in some utility scale. A wireless
dAGVA d'Aspremont and Gerard-Varet and Arrow node is intelligent in the sense that it takes into account its

(mechanism) knowledge or expectation of behavior of other nodes. It is
SCF Social Choice Function capable of doing the required computations. The behavior
IR Individual Rationality exhibited by a network of such nodes can be modeled in a
IIR Interim Individual Rationality natural way using game theory [ 1] which is a popular tool for
LCP Least Cost Path modeling cooperation and conflict among multiple interacting
BIC-B Bayesian Incentive Compatible - Broadcast decision-making agents. Note that selfishness or self-interest
SRBT Source Rooted Broadcast Tree is an important implication of rationality. For this reason, we
ICB Incentive Compatible Broadcast call such nodes as selfish nodes in this paper.

Indeed, there are many recent efforts exploring the use
of game theoretic models in the modeling and analysis of

Wireless communications industry is currently one of the major design problems in ad hoc networks at various levels
fastest growing industries in the world. The industry has of the protocol stack [13], [18]. It has been applied at (a)
several segments such as cellular telephony, satellite-based the physical layer level to analyze distributed power control
communication networks, wireless LANs, and ad hoc wireless [2], [12] and waveform adaption; (b) at the data link layer
networks. An ad hoc wireless network is an autonomous level to analyze medium access control [7] and the reservation
system of nodes connected through wireless links. It does of bandwidth [4], [8]; and (c) at the network layer level to
not have any fixed infrastructure such as base stations in model the behavior of the packet forwarding strategies [1],
cellular networks. The nodes in the network coordinate among [16]. Applications at the transport layer and above also exist,
themselves for communication. Hence, each node in the although less pervasive in the literature.
network, apart from being a source or destination, is also A question of interest in all the above mentioned cases is
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that of how to provide the appropriate incentives to get around sum of charges collected from the nodes. This implies that
the selfish behavior of the nodes. Selfishness is generally the mechanism based protocol is self-started and self-sustained
detrimental to overall network performance. Examples of by the nodes in the network. So, we can conclude from the
selfish nodes include: a node increasing its power without limitation (L2) that an external entity is required to inject some
regard for interference it may cause on its neighbors; a node amount ofmoney into the system to start and sustain the DSIC-
immediately retransmitting a frame in the case of a collision B protocol.
without waiting for the back-off phrase; a node refusing to These two difficulties limit the applicability of a VCG
forward the transit packets of the other nodes in the network, broadcast protocol in ad hoc wireless networks with selfish
etc. In particular, we focus on the packet forwarding strategies nodes. This motivates the design of a BIC-B protocol to solve
of selfish nodes in the specific context of broadcast in this the ICB problem that overcomes the above two limitations.
paper.

Broadcast is useful in ad hoc wireless networks for route B Contributions of the Paper
discovery, paging a particular host, or sending an alarm signal, To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time a
and in very many applications. Successful broadcast requires Bayesian incentive compatible protocol for ad hoc wireless
appropriate forwarding of the packet(s) by individual wireless networks is being explored. In particular, we design a Bayesian
nodes. It is interesting to study broadcast in the presence of incentive compatible broadcast protocol. The following are the
selfish nodes in ad hoc wireless networks. We recall that each contributions of this paper.
selfish node incurs a cost when it forwards a packet. Reim- 1) We propose a Bayesian incentive compatible broadcast
bursing the forwarding costs incurred by the nodes is a way (BIC-B) protocol to solve the ICB problem in ad hoc
to make them forward the packets. For this, we need to know wireless networks with the selfish nodes.
the exact transit costs of the nodes. Broadcast protocols that 2) We show that our solution approach effectively tackles
induce truth revelation by the individual wireless nodes can the two limitations (Li) and (L2) mentioned in the
be called incentive compatible, following mechanism design previous section.
terminology. We can design an incentive compatible broadcast 3) We prove the optimality of the incentive scheme used
protocol using embedding appropriate incentive schemes into in BIC-B protocol. We also prove a few key properties
the broadcast protocol. We shall refer to the problem of of the BIC-B protocol.
designing such robust broadcast protocols as the incentive 4) We compare and contrast the properties and performance
compatible broadcast (ICB) problem [14]. In this paper we of the BIC-B protocol and DSIC-B protocol and provide
address the ICB problem in ad hoc wireless networks and effective guidelines for their use.
offer two elegant solutions using mechanism design theory.

C. Outline of the Paper
A. Motivation

We organize this paper in the following way. We review the
In this paper, we design a Bayesian incentive compatible related work in Section 2. In Section 3, we explain the network

broadcast (BIC-B) protocol to solve the ICB problem in ad model and the problem that we are addressing. We propose
hoc wireless networks with selfish nodes. We now motivate the BIC-B protocol in Section 4. We prove a few important
the importance of our work. properties of the BIC-B protocol in Section 5. In Section 6,
VCG mechanisms are dominant strategy incentive com- we give examples to illustrate the proposed scheme. We then

patible (DSIC) mechanisms [6]. DSIC schemes for unicast, present the simulation results in Section 7. In Section 8, we
multicast, and broadcast protocols [1], [3], [14], [17] have been present a discussion on a VCG broadcast protocol and the BIC-
proposed in the literature. We call a protocol VCG protocol, B protocol. We conclude the paper in Section 9 by presenting
if the protocol uses an incentive scheme that is DSIC. Very a few directions to the future work.
recently, there are studies [9] on the design of VCG protocols
for ad hoc wireless networks. However, there are two major II. RELATED WORK
limitations in using VCG broadcast protocols. Routing in the presence of selfish nodes has been one of

. (Li): The underlying graph of ad hoc wireless network the major issues in the design of ad hoc wireless networks.
must be bi-connected. The recent works of Anderegg and Eidenbenz [1], Eidenbenz,

. (L2): The DSIC-B protocol is not not budget balanced Santi, and Resta [3], and Wang and Li [17] address the
[10], [5]. design of DSIC (or strategy-proof) unicast protocols for ad hoc

The limitation (Li) implies that dominant strategy incentive wireless networks with selfish nodes. We cannot adopt these
compatible mechanism based protocols work only for net- solution approaches to the incentive compatible broadcast
works where the underlying graph of that network is bi- problem since each node is an intended receipt of the packet(s)
connected. This means that there cannot exist any cut vertex in in broadcast. Note that the intermediate nodes on the unicast
the underlying graph. As the number of nodes in the network path are not the intended receipts of the packet(s).
increases, sustaining this condition is difficult. In Wang and Li [16], the authors propose VCG multicast
We say that a mechanism is budget balanced if the sum protocols for ad hoc wireless networks with selfish nodes.

of incentives and transit costs of the nodes is equal to the Wang and Li [16] assumed that the nodes in the multicast
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set forward the packets for free among themselves. In this nodes and we assume that the source node s is the root of
paper, we do not make any such assumptions. That is, each the tree. We call such tree as Source Rooted Broadcast Tree
node incurs a cost for forwarding a packet. (SRBT). In this paper, based on the given SRBT, we design

Suri [14] proposed an incentive mechanism, Immediate an appropriate protocol for the ICB problem. In designing our
Predecessor Node Pricing Mechanism (IPNPM), to stimulate solution, we use the tools and techniques from game theory
cooperation among the selfish nodes for broadcast in ad hoc and mechanism design [11], [10], [5].
wireless networks. According to IPNPM, a node pays only to IV. BIC-B PROTOCOL
its immediate predecessor node in the broadcast tree that spans
all the nodes. The reason is that all the nodes in the broadcast BIC-B protocol is a broadcast protocol with a Bayesian
tree are intended recipients of the broadcast packet(s). incentive compatible scheme built into it. In this section,

In the literature, the dominant strategy incentive compatibil- we study how to design such an incentive mechanism
ity is popularly used to design incentive schemes for unicast, that implements the social choice function (SCF) f(0) =

multicast, and broadcast protocols in ad hoc wireless networks (k(0), ti (0), ... , tn (0)), VO e 9, where 9 is the set of all
with selfish nodes. All the models that we discussed in this cost profiles, corresponding to the ICB problem. Here k(O),
section suffer from the limitations similar to (LI) and (L2) and ti (0), Vi C N are interpreted in the following way. k(0) is
mentioned above. In this paper, we propose the BIC-B protocol the allocation rule that represents which nodes in the network
for the ICB problem such that it overcomes these limitations. have to forward the packet, given the profile 0 of types and

tL(0) is the payment received by the node i, given the profile
III. THE MODEL 0 of types. For any i C N, if ti(0) > 0, then the interpretation

An ad hoc wireless network, in this paper, is represented by is that i receives some positive amount and if ti(0) < 0, then
an undirected graph G = (N, E), where N = {1, 2, ..., n} is the interpretation is that i pays some positive amount.
the set of n wireless nodes and E is the set of communication Now assume that we are given the SRBT corresponding
links between the nodes. There exists a communication link to the graph under consideration, when the cost profile is 0.
between two nodes i and j, if a node i is reachable from A. Payment Scheme Based on SRBT
node j, and node j is also reachable from node i. Thus we
have an undirected graph representation. We assume that each In the SRBT, all the internal nodes forward the broadcast
wireles ndie has ran on-rection. antennaand thatsin packet. We call such packet forwarding nodes as routers,wireless node has an omni-directional antenna and a singleanreestthstofoursbR.IteSC f )
transmission of a node can be received by every node within and represent the set of routers by Rd In the SCF fa(.)... .. . corresponding to the ICB problem, we define the allocationits vicinity, i.e. all its neighbors in G. We note that all nodes .g '

in the graph G are connected.
We assume that the nodes in the ad hoc wireless network ki(0) = 1, if i G R

are owned by rational and intelligent individuals and so their - 0, if i V R
objective is to maximize their individual goals. For this reason, The valuation function, vi(k(0), Oi), of node i is its cost to
they may not always participate loyally in key network func- forward a transit packet. From the allocation rule k(.) of the
tions, like forwarding the packets, since such activity might SCF f (.), we get, V0 C 9, Vi C N,
consume the node's resources, say battery power, bandwidth,
CPU cycles, etc. Let each node i incur a cost Oi for forwarding
a packet. For simplicity, we assume that Oi is independent vi(k(0), Oi) = -O, if i C R (1)
of the neighbor from which the packet is received and the = O, if ti R (2)
neighbor to which the packet is destined. We can represent Oi
as the weight of node i in the graph G. This implies that we To compensate the incurred costs of the routers in the ad
work with a node weighted graph. We assume the graph G is hoc wireless network, we need to determine payments to the
bi-connected. This assumption guarantees that the graph that nodes We use the payment rule of the dAGVA mechanism or
remains after removing any node and its incident links from expected externality mechanism [10] to compute the payments
the graph is still connected. Thus, the bi-connectivity of the to the nodes in our scheme. So, Vi E N, VO e 9, we get
graph prevents monopoly on the network by the cut vertices. tj (0) = Eo i l,iv (k(0)0 )
We relax the bi-connectivity assumption in the second part of

1
v

the paper. We also assume that wireless nodes do not collude n-1 Ej)Z i F0, [z1j vi(k(0),01)]
with one another to improve their utility. This assumption is
a standard one in all economic based approaches.

Consider the task of broadcast in such a setting. Assume that _____1F -11 Z-1
the source ofthe broadcastisnodes. Ifnot all remaining nodes ti(0)= ( 1 ZFo,3 |E 0 |-F0i E 01
are connected to node s, then a few nodes have to forward the j'j X IEI[lCR j I - E[lCRli .1
broadcast packet to make that packet reach all the nodes in the (3)
network. As explained above, the nodes that are forwarding where F0 0tR,l#iOl1 iS interpreted as the expected val-
the packet(s) incur costs. We need a tree that spans all the uation to no 1e i that wouEd be generated by all the remaining
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nodes in its absence. We now give an interpretation of this 4
payment rule. Assume that &j(0i) = E_ i lER,I7i 01
VO C , WiVt C N. Each node i' distributes ~j (Of) equally among Fig. 2. BIC-B protocol for a network that is not bi-connected
the remaining (n-1) nodes. Figure 1 shows this interpretation
for a graph with 3 nodes.

Based on the announced type profile 0, we are given a
2-p -\ SRBT. In this particular example, SRBT is same as the

/__ graph in Figure 2 since SRBT has to connect all the nodes
/2 \ in the network and there is only one way to connect all

/2\2 the nodes. Note that here N = {1,2,3,4}, R = {2,3},
_6 2(S2)

2
$($ i n =m N = 4. Now using the payment rule (3) of BIC-B

protocol, the payment to node 2 is

20 ( 1 ) Ej72 F0j [ZlER, 01] - 2 [ZER, 1#2 0]
2 Similarly, we can compute the payments to all the remaining

nodes in the graph. Here an important observation is that it is
not possible to compute the payments using a VCG broadcast

Fig. 1. An Interpretation of the Payment Rule protocol, since the graph is not bi-connected. In this manner

we can overcome the limitation (Li) by making use of the
BIC-B protocol.

Let us represent a flow into a node with positive sign and Now to show that the BIC-B protocol overcomes the limi-
a flow going out from a node with negative sign. Now the tation (L2), we need to show that Ziti(0) =, V 0 CE (9.
payment, t, (01, 02, 03), for node 1 can be written as That is, using the proposed scheme, the sum of the payments

ti(01, 02, 03) = 42(02) + p43(03) - 1(01) received and the payments made by the nodes in the network
is zero. Let us assume that (l0) = E Z 2R0 I 0-

Similarly, we can write the payments to the remaining two O z ,ViL N. The, frm (3), wtVO)= H_1e9 Oi

nodes. This completes characterizing the payment rule in the V

SCF f(.) for the ICB problem in ad hoc networks with selfish t1 (0) = Ni(0i) ( I
nodes. n~0(~ - j)Z j)

V. PROPERTIES OF THE BIC-B PROTOCOL n n

We now prove a few properties of the BIC-B protocol. ti(0) = 5 (0i)( n 1) E
Lemma 1 The BIC-B protocol overcomes the two limitations i=1 j7&i
(LI) and (L2). 'V ~i(i - ___n - 1~(
Proof: We first explain how the BIC-B protocol overcomes the (n i I (m l O)
limitation (Li). Assume that we are using a VCG broadcast n
protocol. Using this scheme to determine the payment to a X ti (0) 0
node, we need to compute the marginal contribution of the i1
node by removing that node and all the edges incident on it
from the corresponding graph G. After the removal of the node So, the payment scheme in section IV-A based on SRBT is
and the corresponding edges, we need the remaining graph budget balanced and hence the BIC-B protocol can be self-
G to be connected. For this reason, we require the original started This implies that the BIC-B protocol overcomes the
graph G of the underlying ad hoc wireless network to be bi- limitation (L2)w
connected in order to use a VCG broadcast protocol. With this, we can conclude that the BIC-B protocol over-
On the other hand, if we use the BIC-B protocol, the comes the two limitations (Li) and (L2). Q.E.D.

payment rule is such that it does not require any such condition Lemma 2 The payment rule (3) based on SRBT is Bayesian
on the original graph of the underlying network. The following incentive compatible and it is minimum among all Bayesian
example illustrates this idea. incentive compatible payment schemes based on SRBT.

Let us consider the graph in Figure 4, which is not bi- Proof: It is easy to see that the payment rule (3) based on
connected. We consider ei),(92,(93, and (94 are the type SRBT is Bayesian incentive compatible since it is derived
sets of the nodes 1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively in the graph. from the dAGVA mechanism, which is Bayesian incentive
Now let us assume that the probability distributions, from compatible. Now we need to show that the payment rule (3)
which the players' types are drawn, are uniform and let based on SRBT is minimal among all payment schemes based
0 =(Oi, 02, 03, 04) be the announced cost profile. on SRBT. We prove this by contradiction.
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Assume that there is another incentive compatible payment ti (0) < 0, Vi , R, VO C 9
scheme t(.) that is minimal based on SRBT. That is, That is, the nodes other than the routers will pay a positive

Ei(0) . ti(0), VO C9HV , Vi C N amount of money for receiving the packet(s).
Note thatti() anii ae te pamens tonod

Proof: If R is empty, then the source node can reach all the
Note that ti (0) and ti (0) are the payments to node iz

using the payment schemes t(.) and t(.) respectively, for all remaining nodes in the network within a single hop. In that
O e 9. We build a contradiction by showing that i(-) is not case, all the payments will be 0. Thus, if R is empty, then we

incentive compatible for some node i under a cost profile get t (0) 0, Vi V R, VO e 9. Now we consider the case

0' = 0 i(ti(0) + 6), where d is a nonzero smallest possible that,

positive quantity chosen such that (ti(0) + d) > Oi. Note R > 0 (5)
that the notation 0 i(ti(0) + d) indicates the cost profile 0' Let us assume that, Vj V R,
obtained by replacing Oi with (ti(0) + d) in the profile 0. r - =

F[z_Assume that the node i is a leaf in the SRBT under 0. Then [lElR, l1j 1j
it implies that the node i continues to be a leaf in the new =l E &ERij (since jl R)
SRBT under 0, since SRBT minimizes the cost to forward Since the types of nodes are statistically independent, the
the packets. Now, using the payment rule (3), we get values of Fj, Vj V R, are all the same. We represent this

value with F. That is,

tii(0) = ti(0) (4) F = rj, Vj V R. (6)

Now the utility of the node i under the cost profile 0' by Now, let us assume that Ti Eo [ZlCR, li 0], Vi E R
the payment scheme t(.) becomes ii(0') - &E'(0 - Then
(ti(0) + d) < 0, due to the equation (8). That is, under the
cost profile 0', when the node i reports its true cost, it gets a
negative utility under the payment scheme t(.). Hence t(.) is Ti = E0_ ZElR, l#i ol
not incentive compatible. E_ ZLCER, 1fi ol (consequence of Lemma 3)

So, from the above analysis, we can conclude that the
incentive compatible payment scheme t(.) based on SRBT is < F (f[ZloR equ (since) R)

the minimum among all the Bayesian incentive compatible
payment schemes based on SRBT. Q.E.D. So, we can conclude that
Lemma 3: For any iE R and for any j R, we have Ti < F, Vi e R. (7)

Eo, [EZlR, li o1] = E0_ [EZlR, li o1] From the payment rule (3) of BIC-B protocol, we have Vi R,
ti(0) - n~--I Ej7&i, jeN Eo-j [lER, lzhj 1]Proof: The types of the nodes are statistically independent r E

according to the current network model. Now it is easy to - z 1AiL R, l70]
prove the lemma. Let the nodes in the set R be indexed by = (n1) JERFoj4 lER, 1Xj o1]
the set {1, 2, ....,,r}, where r R . Now for any , R and + ( EAr 1
i E R, xn-1JKEj i, j ER lER, l7j ol

E0j [ZElR, 174i o1] - Fo LlER,l#iO1
ff...f [zlER,#io] f(Xl)...f(Xj-l)f(Xj+l)...f(x)n(n-1) EjeR Ti + (n-1) Ej#i, jfR FF
d(xi) ...d(xi-)d(xji+)...d(Xn) (since from equation (6))
f) ... f Y: 01if] (xi) ...f(x,) d(xi) ...d(x,) (>1 \|@ t

INI-RI1 _I F

(since the types are statistically independent)
=

l )
- i F

ff...f YZ,,,#oi f(XI)...f(xi-i)f(xi±i) ...fQrr) = (I)ZCRT-FJ [IER, 17&i(l tX)ti )(il ((n-1) EjGR('fj -F)
d( sin).. d(x en)d(oi+t) ..d(er) < 0, (from (7)).

(since ElsER 1Ai (}l does not include 0j) This completes the proof the lemma.
~~~~ l#i ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~Q.E.D.

f .. f [ElR, 17i 01] f (Xl) .. f (Xi 1lf(Xi+l) ..-(Xn) QED
d(x ) [.](d(iz- )d(iz f)...fd(Xn) Observation 1: In the proof of Lemma 4, we have Vi , R,

(since the types are statistically independent) tf(0) = ( l ) VZj-R(T - F)

= F0 i [ZlCR,l#i01] where the right hand side expression is independent from i.
QED. Hence, using the BIC-B protocol, ti(.), Vi ,4 R are all the

same. Call this value t(0). The immediate implication is that
Lemma 4 For the BIC-B protocol, the payment made by each node i f R is the same.
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A. Optimality of the Payment Scheme in BIC-B Protocol yields minimum payment to any node among all the Bayesian
Here we prove the optimality of the payment scheme de- incentive compatible payment schemes based on this optimal

fined in Section III, which is used in the BIC-B protocol. This SRBT (Q E D.).
result is true if we are given an optimal SRBT of the underlying VI. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES
graph of the ad hoc wireless network under consideration.
Here the term optimal means that the total cost of the SRBT Here we provide illustrative examples to explain the BIC-
is minimized. Note the following notation that is used in B protocol. Before presenting the examples, we explain how
Theorem 1. The n-tuple (Oi, 0-i) indicates a cost profile of the payments are computed using the VCG based broadcast
the nodes where the cost of node i is Oi and the costs of protocol [14], [15].
remaining nodes is represented by 0-i Consider the graph in Figure 3.(i). Assume for computa-

tional simplicity that the transit costs of all the nodes are the
Theorem 1: If the given SRBT is optimalfor the underlying same and its value is c. Now the SRBT is given in Figure
graph G of the ad hoc wireless network under consideration, 3.(ii) corresponding to the graph considered. Let node 1 be
then the payment rule (3) based on the given optimal SRBT the source of broadcast. The fundamental difference between
is Bayesian incentive compatible and the payments based on this scheme and that of BIC-B protocol is in the payment rule
(3) to any node is minimum among all Bayesian incentive only. Their allocation rules are the same. Here, the broadcast
compatible payment schemes based on the given optimal packets follow the least cost paths corresponding to the nodes
SRBT. as specified in the SRBT. For example, the least cost path from

Proof: The payment rule (3) based on the given optimal SRBT node 1 to node 8 is represented by LCP(O, 1, 8) = (1, 3, 6, 8).
is Bayesian incentive compatible, since the payment rule (3)
is designed based on dAGVA mechanism, which is Bayesian 2 7 2 7
incentive compatible [10]. Now we only need to show that the
payment computed using (3) to any node is minimum among
all payment schemes based on the optimal SRBT. We prove 1 3 6 1 3 6 o 8o
this by contradiction.
Assume that there is another incentive compatible payment

scheme t(.) that is minimum for any node based on optimal 5 5

SRBT. That is, (i) (ii)

ti(0) < ti(O), VO CV , Vi C N

Note that t, (0) and ti (0) are the payments to node i' using Fig. 3. (i) Illustrative Example, (ii) SRBT rooted at node 1

the payment schemes t(.) and t(.) respectively, for all 0 C 0. Now consider the situation at node 6. When node 6 receives
We construct a contradiction to show that t(.) is not incentive the packet along LCP(O, 1,6), according to this pricing mech-
compatible for some node X under some cost profile 0. We 3
construct 0' from 0 by replacing the cost Oi of node i with m d p,node 3 is the immediate predecessor of node 6 in the SRBT.
(ti(0) + e), where e is the smallest non-zero positive quantity The value of pL is computed using the VCG pricing rule??
chosen such that (ti(0) + e) > Oi. That is, if the cost profile in the following way.
0 is such that 0 = (Oi, 0-i), then the cost profile 0' is such
that 0' = (ti(O) + c, 0-j). Assume that the node i is a leaf in 3
the optimal SRBT under 0. This immediately implies that the P1,6 = (cost of 3 to forward a packet)
node i continues to be a leaf in the new optimal SRBT under + (cost of LCP(0, 1, 6) without node 3 in network)
0, since the given SRBT is optimal and hence it minimizes - (cost of LCP(0, 1, 6) with node 3 in network)
the cost to forward the packets. Essentially, the optimal SRBT = c + 3c - 2c = 2c.
based on 0 and the optimal SRBT based on 0 are the same. Now consider the following illustrative examples.
Now, using the payment rule (3), we get

tii(0) = ti(0) (8) Example 1: Let us consider the graph in Figure 4, which
is not bi-connected. We recall that the types of nodes are their

Now the utility of the node i under the cost profile 0 incurred transit costs. We consider the type sets of nodes in
by using the payment scheme t(.) becomes i¾(0') - O/ the following way,
ii ( - (ti (0) + e) = ti (0) - (ti (0) + e) < 0, due to the
equation (8). That is, under the cost profile 0', when the 01 {10,11}, -2 {15,16}
node i reports its true cost, it gets a negative utility under the 9H3 ={12, 13}, 9H4 ={7, 8}
payment scheme t(.). Hence t(.) is not incentive compatible. Now let us assume that the players belief probability func-
So, from the above analysis, we can conclude that the incentive tions are uniform and 0 =(10, 15, 13, 8) is the announced cost
compatible payment scheme t(.) based on given optimal SRBT profile.
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t1(O) =-5.64, t2(0) = 2.92
l12 a 4 t3(0) = 7.5, t4(0) = 0.64

Fig. 4. Illustrative Example 1 t5(0) =-3.92, t6(0) = 9.7
t7(0) =-5.64, t8(0) =-5.64

Now we compute the payments using the payment rule of

In this example, assume that the given SRBT is also the VCG based broadcast protocol [14], [15] in the following way,
same the original graph. Now, the allocation rule is k(0) = ti(O) = 0, t2(0) = 13
(0,1,1,0). We note that N = {1, 2, 3, 4} and R ={2, 3}. The t3(0) = 36, t4(0) = 24
valuation functions of nodes are, t5(0) = 6, t6(0) = 29

vi(k(O)) = 0, v2(k(O)) =-15 t7(0) = 0, t8(0) = 0
V3(k(0)) =-13, V4(k(0)) = 0 We can conclude the following from the above two payment

Now we compute the payments using the payment rule (3) rules. Using the BIC-B protocol, the highest payment to a
of BIC-B protocol. router is 9.7 and that router is 6. Using the VCG broadcast

t(0) 9.3, t2(0) =11.3 protocol, the highest payment to a router is 36 and that router
t1 (0) -9.3, t4(0) 119.3 is 3. The average payment to a router using the BIC-B protocol
t3(O)=7.3, t4(O) -9.3 and the VCG based broadcast protocol are 4.15 and 21.6

An important observation is that it is not possible to respectively. So, it is clear that the payments to the routers
compute the payments using a VCG Broadcast Protocol, as are less using the BIC-B protocol. We show the same thing
the graph is not bi-connected. using the simulation experiments with the help of different

performance measures in the following section.

Example 2: Let us consider the bi-connected graph in VII. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
Figure 5(i). We consider the type sets of nodes in the following In this section, we show the efficacy of the proposed BIC-B

protocol for the ICB problem. In our simulation experiments,
(9)1 = {3, 4}, (92 = {7,8} we compare the performance of the BIC-B protocol against
93 = { 1, 12}, 94 ={5, 6} the DSIC-B protocol.
(95 = {1, 2}, (96 = {13,14}
(97 = {17, 18}, (98 = {15, 16} A. Simulation Model

Now let us assume that the players belief probability func- The DSIC-B protocol is based on dominant strategy equi-
tions are uniform and 0 = (3, 7,11, 5,1,13,17,15) is the librium of the underlying game and the BIC-B protocol is
announced cost profile. based on the Bayesian Nash equilibrium of the underlying

game. Since every dominant strategy equilibrium is also a

7 7
Bayesian Nash equilibrium, but not vice-versa, we first find
a dominant strategy equilibrium of the underlying game and
compute the payments to the nodes using the DSIC-B and the
BIC-B protocols [14], [15].

1\ 3 6 8 1 We work with a randomly generated graph of an ad
hoc wireless network with the number of nodes n =

4 5 4 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40. According to our network
model presented in Section III, the graph is node weighted

(i) (ii) where these weights are the transit costs of the nodes chosen
independently and uniformly from a range [1, 50]. After the

Fig. 5. (i) Illustrative Example 2, (ii) SRBT rooted at node 1 for the graph nodes announce their types, we first compute the least cost
in (i)

paths to all the nodes from the source node and then construct

For this example, the given SRBT is shown in Figure 5(ii). an SRBT. Using the SRBT, we can decide the set of routers.
Now the allocation rule is, k(0) = (0,1,1,1,1,1, 0, 0). We This fixes the allocation rule. Then we compute payments to
note that N = {1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8} and R = {2,3,4,5,6}. the nodes using the payment rule of the appropriate broadcast
The valuation functions of nodes are, protocol. In all our simulation experiments, the results for

the performance metrics are averages taken over 100 random
vi(k(0)) =0, v2(k(O)) =-7 . ....instances.
v3(k(O)) -11, v4(k(O)) -5
v5(k(O)) =-1, v6(k(O)) =-13 . .B. Analysis of Simulation Experiments
v7(k(O)) 0,° v8(k(O)) = 0 ..We consider two performance metrics. The first metric is

Now we compute the payments using the payment rule (3) average payment to routers (APR). This specifies the payment
of BIC-B protocol. on an average to each router for forwarding the transit packets.
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7The graph in Figure 6 shows the comparison of the BIC-B BC-
protocol and the DSIC-B protocol using APR. In the figure, the BUB

lower curve corresponds to the BIC-B protocol. It is clear from
the figure that the BIC-B protocol performs better than the
DSIC-B protocol. This metric conveys the following significant
information. The system wide payment made by the nodes to a4
forward a broadcast packet is less using the BIC-B protocol.
So, it reduces the demand on the nodes that are making the t 3

payments.
2_
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2 In this section, we compare and contrast these two ap-
20 proaches for designing broadcast protocols for ad hoc wireless
18 networks.
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number of odes * Underlying Network Structure: The VCG based broad-

Fig. 6. Comparison of the Average Payment to Routers using BIC-B Protocol cast protocol requires the underlying graph of the ad hoc
and DSIC-B Protocol network to be bi-connected. If the number of nodes in

the network increases, sustaining such a condition may
be difficult. On the other hand, the BIC-B protocol works
for any topology of the ad hoc wireless network as long

The second performance metric, we follow, iS the worst as all the nodes are connected.
overpayment ratio (WOR). We first define overpayment ratio . Game Theoretic Properties: The VCG based broadcast
as the ratio of payment made by a node to its least cost path protocol is individually rational but not budget balanced
value from the source node of broadcast. Now, we can define [10]. The BIC-B protocol is budget balanced, which is
WOR as the maximum over the overpayment ratios of all the clear from Lemma 5, and is ex post individually rational
nodes in the network. That is, under the specified condition in Theorem 2.

. Computational Complexity: In the VCG based broad-
WOR = maxi ti cast protocol, we are required to compute an efficientCOST(i,s)

allocation (n + 1) times to determine the payments to the
where COST(i, s) is the cost of the least cost path to node nodes. On the other hand, using the BIC-B protocol, it is
i from the source node s. We compare the WOR of BIC- sufficient to determine an efficient allocation only once
B protocol and the DSIC-B protocol in Figure 7. We note in order to compute the payments.
that the lower curve corresponds to the BIC-B protocol in . Strategic Complexity: In the VCG based broadcast
the figure. From the graph, it is easy to see that the worst protocol, selection of the best strategy by a node does not
overpayment ratio in the network is higher using the DSIC- depend on the other nodes since the equilibrium of the
B protocol than BIC-B protocol. WOR conveys the following game is a dominant strategy equilibrium. We note that,
significant information. When a node receives a packet from in a dominant strategy equilibrium, any node can choose
a router, then clearly the payment made by the receiver node its best strategy irrespective of the behavior of the other
to the router is higher than the value of its least cost path, nodes. On the other hand, in the BIC-B protocol, selection
since it has to give incentives to the router to make it reveal of the best strategy by a node is dependent on the other
the true incurred cost. If we take a ratio of the payment to the nodes. For this, a common prior about the distribution of
value of least cost path, from the Figure 7, this ratio is less node types is required and related computations have to
than 2 times over all the nodes using the BIC-B protocol and be carried out.
it is higher than 5 times over all the nodes using the DSIC-B . Payments Made by the Nodes: Using the BIC-B pro-
protocol. This says that nodes endup with very high payments, tocol, the payments made by the nodes, that are not
using DSIC-B protocol, than actually what their value of the routers, are the same due to Observation 1. But there is
corresponding least cost path. no such guarantee in the case of the VCG based broadcast
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protocol. That is, if the two nodes are at the same distance [8] B. Lu and U.W. Pooch. A game theoretic framework for band-
from the source node of the broadcast, the BIC-B protocol width reservation in mobile ad hoc networks. In Proceedings of the

ensures the sampymetsbyheetoode.1st International Conference on Quality of Service in Heterogeneousensures the same payments by these two nodes. But using Wired/Wireless Networks (QSHINE04), 2004.
the VCG based broadcast protocol, these nodes may end [9] P. Maille and B. Tuffin. Why VCG auctions can hardly be applied
up with different payments and it is also possible that to the pricing of inter-domain and ad hoc networks. Technical report,

GET/ENST Bretagne, France, 2006.One node's payment is very high compared to that of the [10] A.S. Mas-Colell, M.D. Whinston, and J.R. Green. Microeconomic
other node. Theory. Oxford University Press, New York, 1995.
Fault Tolerance: The BIC-B protocol has superior fault- [11] R. B. Myerson. Game Theory. Analysis of Conflict. Harvard University

Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1997.tolerance than the VCG based broadcast protocol in the Pes abig,Msahsts 97
[12] C. Saraydar, N. Mandayam, and D. Goodman. Nash equilibria of packet

following sense. Consider we have a network whose forwarding strategies in wireless ad hoc networks. IEEE Transactions
underlying graph is bi-connected. In this scenario, we on Communications, 50(2):291-303, 2002.

can u t s d[13] V Srivastava, J. Neel, A.B. MacKenzie, R. Menon, L.A. DaSilva,
J. Hicks, J.H. Reed, and R. Gilles. Using game theory to analyze wireless

Now assume that an edge is broken in the network and it ad hoc networks. IEEE Communications Surveys and Tutorials, 7(4):46-
is not bi-connected any more. In this situation, we cannot 56, 2005.

use t VG ad rd sp to b[14] N.R. Suri. Design of incentive compatible protocols for wireless aduse the VCG based broadcast protocol, but we can use hoc networks: A game theoretic approch. In Proceedings of the IEEE
the BIC-B protocol. INFOCOM 2006 Student's Workshop, Barcelona, 2006.

[15] N.R. Suri, Y. Narahari, and D. Manjunath. An efficient pricing based
IX. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK protocol for broadcasting in wireless ad hoc networks. In Proceedings

of the International Workshop on Softwarefor Wireless Communications
In this paper, we addressed the incentive compatible broad- and Applications (SOFTWIM), COMSWARE, New Delhi, 2006.

cast (ICB) problem in ad hoc wireless networks with selfish [16] W. Wang and X.Y. Li. Low-cost truthful multicast in selfish and rational
nodes. We proposed a Bayesian incentive compatible broadcast wireless ad hoc networks. In Proceeding of the 1st IEEE International

Conference on Mobile Ad-hoc and Sensor Systems (MASS), 2004.
(BIC-B) protocol to solve this problem. Our design is such [17] W. Wang and X.Y. Li. Truthful low-cost unicast in selfish wireless net-
that it overcomes the major limitations arising from the use of works. In Proceedings of the 4th International Workshop on Algorithms
VCG broadcast protocols. We then proved the optimality of for Wireless, Mobile, Ad Hoc and Sensor Networks (WMAN) ofIPDPS,VCG brodcast rotocos. We hen prved th ophmalty of 2004.
the pricing scheme that is built into the BIC-B protocol. We [18] I. Zaikiuddin, T. Hawkins, and N. Moffat. Towards a game-theoretic
also proved a few crucial properties of the payment scheme understanding of ad-hoc routing. In Proceedings of Workshop on Games

in Design and Verification (GDV), pages 67-92, 2004.of the BIC-B protocol. We finally presented a discussion on '
using the BIC-B protocol and VCG broadcast protocols for ad
hoc wireless networks.

In this paper, the payments computation is performed in a
centralized way, so we would like to study the design of a
distributed algorithm for the payments computation. It is also
very interesting to pursue the design of Bayesian incentive
compatible protocols for the incentive compatible unicast and
multicast problems in ad hoc wireless networks.
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